
LAAC: Weekly Leadership Update
February 22, 2019

Agenda

Questions in YELLOW
1. North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements

 Fleshed out plan for 8-week push forthcoming this week. We are starting with meetings 
with Nick and Kelly’s offices this week to talk about specific schools. Can we plan to loop 
in the full council and other leaders for a more extensive short-term grasstops push? 

2. North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
 Would you like to review a forthcoming renewal criteria resolution? Do you want to lead 

the meeting to propose to Kelly? We are checking with GA on legislative angle which will 
dictate next steps.

3. North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight
 Fleshed out plan for 8-week push forthcoming this week. Will you take information back 

to Austin informing him that there appears to be willingness to make changes? Will you 
take it back to MG?

4. North Star: BD5 Representation
 Will you help turn out the LAAC to the event this weekend, and your teams?

5. Sub-Priority: Locally-Led Legislative Advocacy
 No immediate questions, but updates are below.

6. Ad Hoc Sub-Priority: Charter Community CAO Supports
 Should we hold our first meeting in late March after conference?

7. Ad Hoc Sub-Priority: Enrollment Committee
 Should we hold our first meeting in late March after conference?
 Are you interested in the LAAC learning more about ApplyLA next steps?
 We expect an uptick in new petitions for the end of the year. Should the LAAC consider 

taking this on collectively?
8. Ad Hoc Sub-Priority: LAAC Leadership Transition

 Can we set up a call with Myrna this week or next? We will send you times tonight.
 What do you think about the following process and transition timeline options for 

selecting new LAAC leadership?
 OPTION 1: STATUS QUO (AS OUTLINED IN CURRENT BYLAWS)

o Chair and Vice-Chair to be elected by LAAC members at July meeting
 OPTION 2: NEW ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA, NOMINATIONS, AND VOTE

o March 7 Meeting:  
 Propose and vote on eligibility criteria for Chair and Vice-Chair positions 

(e.g., minimum # of months served on LAAC, etc.)
 Propose and vote on necessary bylaw amendments.
 Receive nominations for/from eligible members.

o March-April:
 Emilio & Cristina meet with nominees.

o April 11 Meeting:
 Chair and Vice-Chair nominees give short presentations to LAAC 

members.
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 LAAC members select new Chair and Vice-Chair by secret ballot to be 
effective July 1. 

o April-June:
 Newly elected Chair and Vice-Chair to transition and work with Emilio & 

Cristina on LAAC leadership.
o June 13 Meeting:

 LAAC annual celebration meeting.
 LAAC leadership official transition. 

 OPTION 3: SCAFFOLDED HYBRID APPROACH
o Current LAAC Vice-Chair to be elevated to Chair for one (1) additional year
o March-April Nomination and election process to select a new Vice-Chair to serve 

overlapping term.
9. Additional Updates: 

 Parcel Tax Support: The parcel tax language explicitly excludes schools in LA who aren’t 
authorized by LAUSD. How hard should we advocate against this? Should the LAAC be 
involved?

 March 7 Step Back:
 Regional Meeting: How would you like to facilitate Regional Meeting differently if Jackie 

wins outright vs. if she doesn’t? How can we work with you to best plan?

Pre-Reading

North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements
Create a formal and sustainable system for long-term facilities use agreements between LAUSD and 
charter schools beginning in the 2019-20 school year, where long-term is defined to be petition co-
terminus or longer, by establishing a clear change in facilities policy.

 Current Strategy:
o Our  strategy  is  to  maximize  opportunities  aligned  with  LAUSD  leadership  (e.g., 

Superintendent Beutner and Board Vice President Melvoin) and their facilities-related 
priorities. In doing so, we will strategically challenge the District’s assertion that long-
term facilities use agreements are legally untenable under Prop 39 while expeditiously 
pursuing other viable paths toward implementing multi-year agreements.

 What Happened Last Week:
o The LAAC met with Superintendent Beutner to reaffirm its long-term facilities priorities 

and  received  feedback  from  the  Superintendent  that  we  will  incorporate  into  our 
planning.

o LAAC leadership also met with Board President Monica Garcia and Board Member Kelly 
Gonez to  discuss  long-term facilities  agreements  and heard  positive feedback about 
their willingness to support action on this priority.

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will meet with Board Vice President Nick Melvoin next week or as soon thereafter as 

possible to assess next steps on the pilot programs that Nick wanted to establish and for 
which we provided charter-related facilities data to support and considering possible 10-
week window within which to act.
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o We are setting up time this week to meet with Board Member Kelly Gonez’s Chief of 
Staff to share facilities data similar to what we shared with Nick Melvoin’s office, but 
focusing on BD6 data as requested by the board member.

 Working Group Updates: 
o No updates.

North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
In the absence of updated statewide criteria, secure LAUSD charter renewal criteria that prioritizes 
student academic outcomes and – only when necessary – considers multiple measures but does not 
substitute academic achievement with non-academic outcome measures of limited value.
Secure a performance framework that lays the foundation for system-wide school improvement through 
a similar focus on student academic achievement. At a minimum, charter renewal criteria will remain 
protected as LAUSD adopts a performance framework for all public schools.

 Current Strategy:
o We will continue to document the need for consistent feedback and pushback on 

unreasonable benchmarks at CSD and with Board Members. We will influence the 
performance framework through District working groups, direct conversations with the 
superintendent’s team, and with our Board members to ensure that academic outcomes 
are the core of any performance framework that influences renewal.  

 What Happened Last Week:
o We are in the final stages of securing a contract with CORE to model charter 

performance on some of their metrics (thanks, Green Dot!). This will help inform our 
work locally and at the state level.

o Based on your conversations with Monica, Austin, and Kelly, we are moving quickly to 
explore LAUSD serving as a sponsor for renewal criteria legislation.

o We heard from more members who received the CSD renewal letter. We’ve reached out 
to every school asking for copies of the letter so that we can analyze patterns and track 
for consistency. The most common reactions from schools were a) being surprised by 
the letters at all, and b) concern with the March 8 deadline. If schools who need more 
time receive pushback from CSD, we will intervene with CSD leadership.

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will meet with internal teams at CCSA to develop a plan to pursue LAUSD as a 

sponsor of legislation reforming charter school renewal criteria. We intend to have a 
detailed proposal for you to consider by next check-in or earlier. We will have a 30-day 
window to move this forward, so prompt turnaround will be a priority for us.

o
 Working Group Updates: 

o No new updates.

North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight
Fundamentally improve the authorization and oversight experience for LA charter schools and the 
relationship between authorizer and charter schools in LA by securing structural reforms at LAUSD. In 
addition, continue to monitor OIG activity as it relates to LAUSD authorized charter schools.

 Current Strategy:
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o Our strategy is to build the case that CSD fails to efficiently and competently implement 
existing authorization and oversight policy and support a call for systemic structural and 
personnel within CSD.

 What Happened Last Week:
o The LAAC met with Superintendent Beutner to reaffirm its authorizing priorities and 

received feedback from the Superintendent that we will incorporate into our planning.
o LAAC leadership also met with Board President Monica Garcia and Board Member Kelly 

Gonez to  discuss  authorization and oversight  and heard their  thoughts  on potential 
personnel and/or structural changes. 

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will work with the Superintendent and Board Members in the post-strike 

environment to explore accelerating work and potentially leveraging parcel tax support 
towards possible personnel and/or structural changes within the Charter Schools 
Division and aligned with “Re-Imagining L.A.” before the end of this year. 

 Working Group Updates:
o No new updates.

North Star: BD5 Representation
Maintain a kids-first local authorizing environment by securing: 1) interim appointment of a 
representative who supports the Superintendent and aligned board members; and 2) A special election 
primary in March; 3) LAAC alignment with a PAC.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is working with CCSA’s Civic Affairs, Operations, and Organizing teams to prepare 

for the March 5 primary election. 
 What Happened Last Week:

o
 What’s Happening Next Week:

o  
 PAC Updates:

o No new updates. 

Sub-Priority: Locally-Led Legislative Advocacy
Influence CCSA’s legislative agenda so it aligns with issues that matter to our local membership. 

 Current Strategy:
o Build local influence over CCSA legislative advocacy priorities in advance of legislative 

session through direct engagement of LAAC and broader charter community.
 What Happened Last Week:  

o SB126, the charter transparency bill, passed through the Senate quickly and will head to 
the Assembly. The bill represents compromises we negotiated last cycle and while 
imperfect is a workable solution to put issues of transparency to rest.

o Friday was the deadline for bills to be introduced (though amendments to bills and the 
addition of language to “spot bills” still allows for substantial changes and additions to 
be made). We will have a full report for you after our GA team has analyzed the bills, but 
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we can report that we secured authors for our LCFF bill (Weber) and Special Education 
bill (Rubio). 

 What’s Happening Next Week?
o [See Renewal Criteria for update.]
o We also expect to have a more detailed proposal for April advocacy (Advocacy month) 

that incorporates your feedback from Back To Session.

Additional Updates

Enrollment
   

PCNR:
 ICEF Inglewood MS:

o ICEF Inglewood Middle Charter Academy (IIMCA) will have its renewal petition heard 
and voted upon on March 6.  We learned that IUSD has essentially outsourced its 
renewal petition reviews and recommendations to an education law firm in Long Beach, 
whom we met and discussed IIMCA’s petition on February 20.  The firm is aware of 
CCSA’s PCNR position and signaled that the petition will likely be recommended for 
denial, but would like to meet and discuss further the week of February 25.  We are 
advocating with district staff and the district’s outside counsel to ensure that the district 
aligns with our PCNR recommendation and will present our case publicly at the March 6 
board meeting.

LA County
 No major updates.

Personnel:
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